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Abstract

Neural recording electrode technologies have contributed considerably to neuroscience by 

enabling the extracellular detection of low-frequency local field potential oscillations and high-

frequency action potentials of single units. Nevertheless, several long-standing limitations exist, 

including low multiplexity, deleterious chronic immune responses and long-term recording 

instability. Driven by initiatives encouraging the generation of novel neurotechnologies and the 

maturation of technologies to fabricate high-density electronics, novel electrode technologies are 

emerging. Here, we provide an overview of recently developed neural recording electrode 

technologies with high spatial integration, long-term stability and multiple functionalities. We 

describe how these emergent neurotechnologies can approach the ultimate goal of illuminating 

chronic brain activity with minimal disruption of the neural environment, thereby providing 

unprecedented opportunities for neuroscience research in the future.

Introduction

In the nervous system, massive numbers of neurons constantly generate and transmit 

electrophysiological signals to communicate between neurons and brain regions. The 

electrical nature of neurophysiology was first revealed by Italian scientist Luigi Galvani 

more than two centuries ago using the primitive electrode technologies of his age1. In the 

following two centuries, several generations of neurophysiologists, including von 

Helmholtz2, Erlanger, Gasser3, Hodgkin and Huxley4, have made their independent 

contributions to the understanding of the nervous system. By developing their own recording 

electrodes, these founding fathers of neurobiology all succeeded in detecting neural activity 
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from relatively large dissected nerves and axons — for example, the 0.5–1 mm-wide giant 

squid axons studied by Hodgkin and Huxley4. In 1957, Hubei took an important step 

forward by fabricating sharpened tungsten electrodes with sub-micron-diameter tip sizes, 

thereby recording from the much smaller neurons and axons in the mammalian brain, as 

demonstrated with the recording of extracellular action potentials from the cat brain5. 

Hubei’s invention has had far-reaching impact in both neuroscience and neuroengineering. 

These electrodes enabled seminal contributions to visual neurophysiology with Wiesel6, and 

ushered in the development of newer probes, ranging from tetrodes [G]7 to microfabricated 

silicon Michigan-type microelectrode arrays [G]8 and Utah-type microelectrode arrays [G]9 

(MEAs; Fig. 1).

The broadband neural signals recorded from the extracellular space by either penetrating 

depth electrodes or surface electrodes can be processed to extract signals in different 

frequency bands, enabling the detection of at least two different types of voltage signals, the 

slow-varying local field potentials [G] (LFPs), which reflect collective transmembrane 

currents from multiple neurons, and action potentials lasting in the order of milliseconds 

(‘spikes’) from individual neuron or single-units10. LFPs and single-unit action potentials 

are generally present in the raw recording traces in the time domain, which can be 

decomposed by Fourier transform [G] into component frequency bands as a spectrogram 

[G]10. As LFPs and single-unit action potentials occupy distinct frequency bands in the 

spectrogram (typically <100 Hz for LFPs and >250 Hz for single-unit action potentials), 

they can be separated by applying analogue or digital filters to selectively pass signals in 

lower- and higher-frequency bands, respectively10.

LFPs have a critical role in coordinating the activity of different regions of the brain, and 

synchronizing the activity of individual neurons with that of a neural network, through phase 

locking to the global rhythm10. For example, theta-frequency (4–8 Hz) oscillations and 

phase-locked discharge of neurons to theta waves are found in the hippocampus and some 

cortical areas, providing potential mechanisms to synchronize neuronal assemblies involved 

in complex processes and functions of the brain such as memory formation and 

neuroplasticity11.

Individual neurons represent the structural and functional units of the nervous system, with 

their spatiotemporally resolved activities holding the key to understanding the inner 

workings of the brain12,13. Therefore, as the cornerstone of in vivo electrophysiology, this 

Review focuses on recording of single-unit spiking activity from individual neurons. Single-

unit spikes are filtered from neural signals in the high-frequency spectrum (>250 Hz). 

Importantly, extracellular electrodes provide information distinct from that of intracellular 

patch-clamp recordings from single neurons14: extracellular electrodes can record spiking 

from multiple nearby neurons (usually within a distance of ~140 μm)15. When there is 

minimal overlap of signals from multiple neurons in the time trace, spikes recorded at the 

same electrode can be temporally resolved and assigned to individual neurons16; by contrast, 

when spiking activity from multiple neurons cannot be resolved for assignment to individual 

neurons, it is usually referred to as multi-unit activity (MUA)17–19.
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The seemingly complicated matter of identifying each firing neuron is usually addressed by 

taking into account the difference between the relatively short duration of spikes and the 

longer interspike intervals (which reduces or eliminates signal overlap), and the distance 

dependence of recorded spike amplitudes20. In addition, oversampling recording electrodes 

such as tetrodes21 and high-density Michigan-type silicon probes16 further facilitate spike 

separation and assignment to individual neurons. Thus, single-unit signals generated by 

different neurons can be temporally resolved and, based on the distinct amplitudes and 

waveforms of action potentials, the identity of each putative neuron discerned (Fig. 2a)16.

Conventional electrode technologies used since the invention of tungsten wire electrodes 

(Fig. 1)22–29 have made prominent contributions to neuroscience. However, they are not 

fundamentally different from the primitive electrodes used by Galvani more than two 

centuries ago: they use a limited number of electrodes, establish a non-biological interface 

between rigid electrode materials and soft neural tissue and are limited in their ability to 

simultaneously interrogate and modulate neural activities. Moreover, conventional neural 

recording electrode technologies now compete with other neurotechnologies — particularly 

calcium and voltage imaging using genetically encoded indicators30, and functional MRI 

(fMRI) of large-scale collective neural activities via neurovascular coupling31. Calcium- and 

voltage-imaging techniques can record the activity of hundreds to thousands of neurons 

simultaneously over millimeter square areas32 and fMRI can interrogate brain activity from 

the same subject over long temporal spans. These developments urge new breakthroughs in 

electrode technologies for neural recordings with greater spatiotemporal span, higher 

resolution and multiplexed functionality (Fig. 2b).

In this Review, we discuss advances in neural recording electrode technologies aimed at 

stable long-term recordings of single-neuron activity with high spatial integration, and 

multifunctional interrogation of the interfaced neural tissue. We focus on how conventional 

neurotechnologies have been surpassed by many orders of magnitude in space and time, and 

how the latest advances point to future development of neural probes. Other emergent 

neurotechnologies, such as genetically encoded calcium or voltage indicators and 

optogenetic control of neural activity, are reviewed elsewhere32–34 and are not discussed 

here. Nonetheless, we offer insight on the potential to combine electrode technologies with 

optical methods for future neuroscience studies by discussing the strengths and limitations 

of electrode and optical techniques.

Encouraging novel technologies

The past decade has witnessed the emergence of several novel electrode technologies that 

enable more precise, more detailed and longer-term recordings of the activity of neuronal 

populations (Fig. 1). The development of these technologies has been driven by several 

factors, including national and international research initiatives, the maturation of fabrication 

technologies in silicon-based electronics industry and the long-standing challenge of chronic 

immune response evoked by conventional electrodes.

First, since the announcement of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Brain Research 

through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) initiative in the US35, the past 5 
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years have seen the emergence of several other brain research initiatives and consortia, such 

as the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Neural Engineering 

System Design (NESD) programme in the US, the Human Brain Project (HBP) in Europe, 

the Brain/MINDS (Brain Mapping by Integrated Neurotechnologies for Disease Studies) 

project in Japan and the China Brain Project36. These programmes called for a quantum leap 

in available neurotechnologies, especially in light of the spatial–temporal dilemma: the 

discrepancy between the spatial and temporal resolution as well as temporal spans of 

interrogation of available neurotechnologies and the spatial and temporal scales of relevant 

brain processes. Important brain processes occur over months to years in multiple 

coordinated brain regions, but involve electrophysiological changes that must be quantified 

on the millisecond and micrometer scales of individual neurons. Conventional 

neurotechnologies cannot keep up with the high resolutions and large spans of these desired 

spatiotemporal scales, in which each neurotechnology has its own strengths and limitations 

in studying specific aspects of the brain37.

As a second incentive, maturation of fabrication and integration technologies in silicon-

based electronics, as well as advances in nanoscience and unconventional electronics, have 

converged with these growing demands of neuroscience. In the semiconductor industry, 

Moore’s Law summarized that the number of transistors [G] in integrated circuits 

approximately doubles about every 2 years, a trend that started in the early 1970s and 

remains nearly valid today38. Similarly, the number of recorded single neurons also follows 

a trend of exponential growth, albeit with slower pace than that outlined by Moore’s Law, 

instead approximately doubling every 7 years39. To keep pace, development of novel 

electrode technologies for neural recording can take advantage of research-and-development 

fabrication lines from the semiconductor industry, which may not be state-of-the-art but 

nevertheless have potential for integrating far beyond current neurotechnologies (Box 1). 

Notably, although such advanced fabrication may contribute to increased device density, 

Moore’s Law cannot be directly translated to neural recording unless fundamental changes 

are made in the types of devices used in probes. This intrinsic limitation is due to 

unfavorable scaling of electrode impedance [G] and noise with reduced electrode sizes (Box 

1) as well as challenges in parallel interfacing of multiplexed inputs and outputs (I/O) with 

increasing number of channels [G]. The ability to simultaneously record a larger number of 

neurons with multi-channel recording electrodes also allows analysis of the temporal 

coherence of spikes across channels, enabling accurate sorting and assignment of spikes to 

individual neurons16,21.

A third and growing focus of novel electrode technology development has been to address 

the long-standing challenge of chronic immune response and relative shear motion at the 

probe–tissue interface that is attributed to the mechanical mismatch between the probe 

materials and the neural tissue (Box 2)40,41. The chronic immune response, shear motion of 

implanted probes, chemical instability of electrodes, delamination and degradation of 

insulating layers, as well as potential infection through percutaneous leads, all lead to 

unstable neural recording interfaces over time. Yet, neural circuits and networks within the 

brain naturally evolve across time scales over which probes are unstable, constraining 

information that can be obtained in neuroscience studies. Addressing this challenge calls for 

probes that do not affect the studied system and that do not affect the endogenous 
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distribution, density and connectivity of neurons and glia, the latter of which are also key to 

neural circuit development and maintaining normal brain function (Box)42,43.

The three factors above have converged to encourage the development of technologies that, 

will enable, among other things, high spatial integration (to record a large number of 

neurons simultaneously), long-term recording stability at the single-neuron level and 

multifunctional integration, to enable electrical, optical, and/or and biological modulation of 

recorded activity. These directions are yielding neural probes with their own strengths and 

limitations, while opening up potential opportunities for neuroscience.

Spatial integration

Understanding the coordinated activity underlying brain functions requires a substantial 

increase in the number of single neurons that can be monitored simultaneously. In turn, this 

necessitates large arrays of multiplexed recording sites in the same neural probe, with 

minimal footprint. Although the increase in the number of neurons that can be 

simultaneously recorded has been slower than that estimated by Moore’s Law (Box 1), 

adaptation of well-established semiconductor industry fabrication capabilities has enabled 

recording electrodes to be reduced in size and the integration of electrodes with higher 

density, to afford unprecedented spatial resolution and multiplexity [G].

Advances in electrode technologies with high spatial integration

Among conventional neural recording electrode platforms, the planar distribution and 

monolithic integration of multiple recording sites into a Michigan-type silicon probe can be 

readily scaled up in number and density using fabrication technology of the semiconductor 

industry. Latest advances in complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor [G] (CMOS) 

technology has enabled incorporation of recording electrodes with integrated multiplexing 

circuits in the same silicon probe shaft, resulting in more compact I/O connections at the 

probe base 44–48. Therefore, it is not surprising to see advances in design and fabrication of 

large-scale neural recording electrodes that build on CMOS-based Michigan-type silicon 

probes, including ‘Neuropixels’49, ‘NeuroSeeker’50, and 3D silicon probes51.

The Neuropixels probe features 960 recording electrodes, each measuring 12 μm χ 12 μm 

and spaced (centre-to-centre) by 25 μm, fabricated with a custom 130 nm CMOS process on 

a single, 10 mm-long and 70 μm-wide shank. The probe can be programmed to actively 

switch between and address the electrodes via 384 independent recording channels (Fig. 3a; 

Table 1). Using two Neuropixels probes directly inserted into different sites of the same 

brain, >700 neurons were recorded simultaneously from five brain regions in an awake but 

restrained mouse. Neuropixels was also used to probe functionally connected brain regions 

involved in spatial navigation in freely moving rats49. In a more recent study, eight 

Neuropixels probes were implanted into the same mouse brain to provide large-scale 

mapping of activity in the forebrain region in conjunction with calcium imaging in the visual 

cortex. Some preliminary work has taken advantage of high-throughput recordings in 

superficial cortical regions using calcium imaging, and in the depth dimension using 

Neuropixels probes, to reveal high-dimensional correlations between spontaneous orofacial 

behaviours and brain-wide neural activity in mice52.
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NeuroSeeker probes were also fabricated with the 130 nm CMOS technology and achieved 

simultaneous recordings from 1344 electrodes, offering the greatest number of independent 

recording sites per probe to date50. The single shank of the NeuroSeeker probe inserted into 

targeted brain regions allowed for simultaneous recordings of LFPs and single-unit action 

potentials from the somatosensory cortex, hippocampus and thalamus. NeuroSeeker and 

similar high-density CMOS-based active neural probes46,48,53 incorporate multiplexing 

electronics in the probe shank. This multiplexing circuitry requires power and leads to heat 

dissipation in the brain tissue, and thus represents a constraint that can limit further increases 

in electrode numbers using this strategy54. Moving all active electronic elements off the 

implanted portion of the probe solves this problem but correspondingly increases the size of 

the probe base and the headstage of the implant.

Despite the large number of independently addressable recording sites in the depth 

dimension of the probe, the fact that Neuropixels and NeuroSeeker are based on a Michigan-

type design means that they have difficulty with large-scale mapping along lateral 

dimensions (Box 1). Combining the strengths and design features of both Michigan-type and 

Utah-type silicon probes, 3D silicon-probe arrays have been generated by grouping 16 64-

channel Michigan-type probes, each of which was fabricated with standard CMOS 

technology, into a 3D 4 χ 4 χ 64 electrode array. The 3D silicon-probe array (Table 1) 

enabled sampling neural activities from a volume that is 16χ larger than with a single shank 

silicon probe 51. One specific advantage of the 3D silicon-probe array is that the heat-

generating, active multiplexing electronics are placed outside the skull, minimizing heat 

dissipation in the brain tissue51,54. Although each shank of the 3D silicon-probe array has 

fewer recording sites (64) than the Neuropixels (960) and NeuroSeeker probes (1344), a 

similar strategy in which multiple Neuropixels or NeuroSeeker probes are combined into a 

3D architecture with reduced base size may be promising. A similar 3D strategy was used in 

a recent report where four 16-channel polyimide electrode arrays were assembled into one 

64-channel module, and sixteen of these modules were stacked into a 1024-channel 

recording system for large-scale, multi-site mapping of brain activity (Table 1)55.

Recording deep-brain neural activity with these penetrating silicon probes comes with its 

own shortcomings, the most prominent of which is its invasiveness41,56. Alternative 

advanced probe developments, which mitigate the invasiveness of penetrating electrodes at a 

cost of being most sensitive to surface brain layers, have focused on using flexible planar 

subdural ME As. For example, a flexible, 360-channel MEA was fabricated by a 

combination of photolithography-mediated patterned deposition of metal electrodes and 

interconnects and transfer printing of silicon nanoribbon transistors, on a flexible polyimide 

substrate57. The flexible MEA coated a 10 mm × 9 mm area of cat cortex and was used to 

map cortical activity during sleep, visual stimulation and epileptic seizures in feline models 

(Table 1)57. The relatively large 300 μm χ 300 μm electrodes precluded the recording of 

single-unit action potentials from individual neurons, but the distribution of 360 electrodes 

in a grid enabled mapping of cortical activity patterns in the form of plane waves and spiral 

waves. The electrode size was subsequently reduced (to 10 μm χ 10 μm) to approach that of 

neuron soma (which measure 10–20 μm in diameter) in the NeuroGrid array, which is an 

electrocorticography (ECoG) array with microelectrodes fabricated by photolithography on 

flexible parylene substrates. The NeuroGrid array was placed on the cortical surface, 
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enabling detection of LFPs and single-unit action potentials from superficial cortical neurons 

(Fig. 3a; Table 1)58.

Neuroscientific importance and further development

The high multiplexity of Neuropixels probes has allowed simultaneous recording of >2,000 

neurons in multiple cortical areas and deeper brain structures49,52. Large-scale recordings 

from coordinated areas spanning much of the brain provide new opportunities for 

investigating the underlying mechanisms of spontaneous cortical activity patterns — for 

example, estimating the dimensionality of neural population activity59. In addition, silicon 

MEA probes enable acute recordings to be obtained immediately after brain 

implantation60,61. Moreover, non-penetrating subdural electrode arrays such as the 

NeuroGrid provide large-scale and spatially continuous recording on the cortical surface, 

thus allowing for identification of the anatomical locations of ripple [G]-generating cortical 

areas involved in hippocampus-neocortex communications with high spatial resolution62. 

Combining both Neuropixels- and NeuroGrid-type probes could enable simultaneous large-

scale recordings from subcortical and cortical regions and thereby might reveal new insights 

into the communication dynamics in complex brain networks63 as well as the transfer of 

memory traces and consolidation of memory during and after learning64.

Despite the unprecedented datasets of neural recordings generated by these large-scale 

electrode technologies54, the existing high-density MEA probes are not without limitations. 

First, it would be useful to expand the sampling volume and increase simultaneously 

recorded neuron count without causing greater tissue damage. The parallel combination of 

Neuropixels-type probes into a Utah-type array can extend the sampling volume laterally51, 

although remains limited by the intrinsic tissue damage caused by such rigid probes. Second, 

as increasing the number of electrodes generally increases probe size and the dissipation of 

heat from active multiplexing electronics, I/O interfaces need to be optimized in terms of 

accessibility to multiplexed, external recording instruments, bandwidth and weight. These 

factors are of particular importance for recording from freely behaving animals65. Third, the 

photovoltaic effect [G] of semiconductor devices in CMOS circuits will complicate the 

combination of electrophysiological recordings with optogenetic stimulation, and will 

require optoelectronic design with minimal crosstalk66. Fourth, further reduction of 

electrode sizes to afford a higher sampling resolution requires consideration of different 

detector technologies to address the unfavourable scaling of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with 

size (Box 1). Novel electrode technologies such as active field-effect transistors [G] (FETs) 

are promising candidates, as they can be scaled in size to the subcellular regime without loss 

of measurement bandwidth and sensitivity67–74. Fifth, despite the ease of placing flexible 

NeuroGrid-type arrays on the cortical surface, they compete directly in several ways with 

calcium or voltage imaging, which can map the activity of thousands of neurons 

simultaneously30,32. Compared with electrode recordings, major weaknesses of optical 

electrophysiology include limited penetration depth (owing to photon scattering in the brain 

tissue)75, and the slow kinetics of calcium transients, which prevent direct, temporally 

precise recording of action potentials30. Nonetheless, the potential of depth extension with 

multi-photon microscopy76 and adaptive optics33, in combination with fast voltage imaging, 

may overtake that of non-penetrating brain probes, although the latter may prove most useful 
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in freely behaving animals without head fixation. Therefore, we suggest that a focus on 

integrating Neuropixels-type (high-density, deep-penetration) electrodes with advances in 

all-optical electrophysiology77 could yield the most unique information that addresses 

network-level connectivity of different brain regions from the single-cell level63. Last, the 

latest developments of electrode technologies with high spatial integration usually do not 

substantially improve the issue of chronic instabilities of recordings using rigid probe 

designs, thus limiting their performance for long-term recordings relevant to circuit 

plasticity and other changes over longer time periods (Table 1). Nonetheless, it is noteworthy 

that the 1024-channel polyimide electrode arrays have recently demonstrated single-unit 

recording with ca. 50 % showing a longevity for up to 283 days, as well as tracking of 

approximately 30% and then 20% of the same putative neurons at 5 and 10 days, 

respectively55.

Stable long-term recording

The brain is a dynamic system that exhibits constant changes in neuronal activity and 

connectivity at multiple temporal scales, ranging from the millisecond duration of single-

unit action potentials to months and years for circuit-level modifications during learning and 

longterm memory formation78. Understanding the time-dependent progression of key 

cognitive processes and brain functions from the single-neuron level with implanted probe 

technologies thus requires a considerable increase in duration of stable neural recording. In 

short, one seeks to develop novel probe technology with a chronically stable neural interface 

as well as minimal perturbation to the endogenous distribution and density of neurons and 

non-neuronal cells in the brain tissue. An overview of the bending stiffness of conventional 

neural probes and neural tissue reveals a remarkable mismatch in their mechanical 

properties, resulting in relative shear motion, chronic immune response and substantially 

altered distribution of neurons and glial cells at the probe interface (Box 2), all of which 

contribute to instability of chronic recordings of single-neuron activities79,80. Hence, some 

researchers have focused on developing probe technologies in which the mechanical 

stiffness is substantially lower than silicon or microwire probes81–90.

Advances in electrode technologies with stable long-term recording

A new paradigm for achieving chronically stable neural recording interfaces not only has 

addressed disparity in mechanical stiffness between neural probe and tissue, but also has 

introduced designs such that the neural probes ‘look’ and ‘behave’ like the neural tissue they 

are designed to interface with and interrogate. Specifically, brain tissue is extremely soft and 

comprises 3D neuronal networks involving micron-scale neuron somata and dendrites, and 

‘tissue-like electronics’ approaches aim to develop neural probes with similar structural, 

mechanical and topological properties86.

The first realization of tissue-like electronics — mesh electronic neural probes — were 

designed to have the largest feature sizes similar to individual neuron soma, bending 

stiffness values on par with the brain tissue (Box 2), and >90% 3D macroporosity to enable 

neurite interpenetration81 and to prevent accumulation of pro-inflammatory signalling 

molecules82,91. The free-standing polymer–metal–polymer structure of mesh electronics has 
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exposed recording electrodes and I/O pads, whereas all metal lines interconnecting 

electrodes and I/O pads are encapsulated by the two polymer layers (Fig. 3b, left). These 

mesh probes are fabricated as two-dimensional (2D) structures on silicon wafers using 

standard photolithography, as for Michigan-type silicon probes, but are then released to an 

aqueous solution, where they can adopt a suspended polymer-like 3D morphology. The 

ultraflexible mesh electronics can be precisely delivered in vivo into target brain regions by 

controlled stereotaxic syringe injection92, after which the capillary needle is removed, 

leaving from the external part of the mesh outside the skull for connection with the 

recording interface. The tissue-like flexibility of these mesh probes also enables facile 

connection to low-profile low-mass (~1 g) headstages for multiplexed plug- and-play I/O 

interfaces with recording instruments (Fig. 3b)93.

The mesh design has led to advances with respect to chronic tissue response and single-unit 

recording stability. Mesh electronics–tissue interfaces exhibit no chronic immune response, 

evidenced by immunohistology showing an endogenous distribution of all key cell types 

around the mesh probe, as well as neurites and neuron somata in the interior probe volume, 

up to at least 1 year post-injection (Table 1 )83,84. In addition, mesh electronics has yielded 

long-term stable recording at the single-neuron level in mice for at least 8 months, with 

consistent tracking of −200 neurons per mouse (Table 1)83,87. Analyses of the intrinsic 

biophysical properties of individual neurons, including spike waveform, spike amplitude, 

SNR, firing rate and stimulus-evoked firing responses94, and their characteristic interactions 

with the encompassing neural network, such as phase locking to theta oscillations and 

pairwise spike train cross-correlations [G] (Box 3)11,95, enabled the robust evaluation of 

long-term recording stability, compared with conclusions of stability made on a collective 

basis where individual neurons from each recording channel or probe are not 

differentiated49,58,61,96.

A correlation between reduced chronic immune response and improved chronic recording 

stability on a single-neuron basis observed for mesh electronics has also been observed with 

several other recent electrode technologies88–90,97. Recording electrodes made of ultrasmall 

(<10 μm diameter) carbon fibres induced a reduced chronic immune response compared 

with conventional silicon probes with much larger cross-sectional area, owing to a lower 

bending stiffness and thus greater flexibility of the former. Carbon fibres electrically 

connected to a standard recording interface using conductive silver paint90 and inserted into 

target brain regions of rats97 and songbirds90 consistently tracked single-unit action 

potentials from the same individual neurons over several weeks, as assessed by comparisons 

of spike waveforms, clustering of spikes by principal component analysis [G] (PCA), and 

correlation of spike firing with vocal output90,97. However, it is difficult to scale up 

ultrasmall fibre probes into multiplexed arrays, because photolithography is not suitable for 

patterning large arrays, and multiple fibres would need to be bundled together to increase 

multiplexity without scaling up implant size (which would otherwise proportionally increase 

damage to the brain tissue).

Larger, multifunctional polymer fibre probes, fabricated by thermal drawing process [G] 

offered simultaneous optical, electrical and chemical interrogation of neural circuits and 

were evaluated for their long-term single-neuron recording stability in vivo. The probes had 
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a cross-sectional diameter of ~200 μm, resulting in a reduced bending stiffness. The 

electrodes in the probe were connected to a standard pin connector via copper wires using 

silver paint and solder to afford low contact resistance88. After insertion, chronic 

interrogation of the same individual neurons was demonstrated by analyses of spike 

waveforms, which were confirmed by PCA, firing rate and optogenetically evoked action 

potentials88. Analysis of recorded data from 1 of the 6 electrodes in the multifunctional fibre 

probe showed that the same neurons were stably followed over 3 months88. This recording 

stability was also attributed to a reduced chronic immune response, although some 

proliferation of astrocytes and microglia remained at the probe interface (Table 1)88,98.

Similar metrics of single-neuron tracking were used to assess an ultraflexible nanoelectronic 

probe design that was fabricated with standard photolithography and delivered 

intracortically via a shuttle device. Eleven of 16 electrodes from two high-density probes 

implanted in the same mouse brain demonstrated reliable detection and stable tracking of 

single units over 4 months89,99. More recently, polyimide electrode arrays with up to 1024 

channels enabled recordings of singleunits up to 283 days, and tracking of 20% of the same 

units continuously for 10 days, based on day-to-day spike waveform evolution and firing 

rate similarity55. The recent adaptations of rigorous metrics for single-unit-based analyses of 

the chronic stability (Box 3) of emerging neural probes provide robust measures of the long-

term performance of these technologies and potential future opportunities for neuroscience.

Neuroscientific importance and further development

Chronic recording of the same individual neurons over extended time periods offers new 

opportunities for understanding key neurobiological processes.

For example, brain ageing may be associated with cognitive decline and mood disorders and 

occurs over years and across centimeter-scale coordinated regions in the brain; however, it 

involves cellular electrophysiological changes that must be quantified on the millisecond and 

micrometer scales of individual neurons100,101. Studies of brain ageing using conventional 

recording electrode technologies would need to be cross-sectional (that is, comparing 

different age groups) because the rigid mechanical properties of these electrodes and the 

immune response they elicit lead to instability of chronic single-unit recording102. Mesh 

electronic probes yield chronically stable neural recording on a year-timescale, opening up 

the potential for longitudinal studies of brain ageing in rodents and other model species with 

single-neuron resolution. For example, age-associated changes of functional properties of 

individual neurons were tracked in mice, and revealed a progressive decrease in spontaneous 

firing rate and increases in the widths of spikes, in a highly neuron-specific manner83. 

Similar studies could help to reveal the underlying neuronal basis of age-related cognitive 

decline in the future.

In addition, chronic recording of individual retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in awake mice 

using mesh electronics in the vitreous body of the eye offers a unique opportunity to study 

the interaction between the retina and related brain regions involved in visual processing and 

regulation103. For example, by tracking the firing responses of the same RGCs to certain 

visual stimuli over multiple day–night cycles, RGC responses were shown to exhibit 

circadian rhythms103. Moreover, simultaneous electrophysiological recording in the retina 
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and visual areas of the brain could offer valuable insights on the cellular and synaptic 

mechanisms that generate direction selectivity in visual sensory processing104,105.

Several challenges remain for ultraflexible recording electrodes with reduced chronic 

immune response and long-term recording stability. First, acute needle insertion damage 

during injection of mesh electronics may contribute to the initial amplitude increase during 

the first weeks after injection and associated neural tissue recovery84. The needles that have 

been used to deliver mesh electronics83,87,103 are larger (ranging 330–650 μm) than the 

shank cross-section of Michigan-type silicon probes such as Neuropixels (70 μm × 20 μm) 

and NeuroSeeker (100 μm × 50 μm)49,50. These relatively large needle sizes may lead to 

unfavorable acute neural tissue damage and thus impose challenges to acute recordings of 

single-unit activity after injection. Nonetheless, the needle used for mesh delivery is 

removed immediately after injection, and challenges to acute recordings might be mitigated 

by using designs with further optimized structural features and mechanical properties, and 

injection needles with smaller diameters. Second, existing highly flexible probes have 

generally been limited by a smaller number of recording electrodes than Neuropixels-type 

probes, except in a few cases87, 106. Therefore, future electrode technologies with long-term 

recording stability could benefit from improvement of spatial integration with increased 

channel multiplexity that does not alter the chronic recording stability of the original 

electrode scaffolds.

Multifunctional integration

Understanding the causal connectivity of neural networks and the relationships among 

neural activity patterns, brain functions and behaviours is important for elucidating the inner 

workings of the brain107. Studying causality requires the deconstruction of the neural 

circuits with gain-of-function and loss-of-function studies using electrical, optogenetic 

and/or pharmacological stimulations with simultaneous electrical recording108–110. The need 

to understand causality in the nervous system has driven the development of multifunctional 

neural probes that incorporate stimulation electrodes, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), optical 

fibres or waveguides, and microfluidic channels into the existing architecture of neural 

recording probes111.

Advances in electrode technologies with multifunctional integration

Directly modulating neuronal activity by injecting charge via electrodes on integrated probes 

has a long history in neuroscience112,113. However, arguably the biggest impact to date has 

been through deep-brain stimulation (DBS) to treat neurological diseases, including 

Parkinson disease and depression114. Current efforts in this latter direction have focused on 

multifunctional DBS probes that can both record LFPs and electrically stimulate target 

regions, with the goal of providing closed-loop feedback [G] for treatment115.

Several key challenges affect the utility of multifunctional electrical recording and 

stimulation probes in fundamental neuroscience studies. First, chronic gliosis at the probe–

tissue interface (Box 2), along with lack of precision in charge injection, can lead to 

excitation and/or inhibition of neural circuit components without a priori 

predictability113,114,116. Second, issues arising from chronic instability in tracking single 
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units can necessitate the use of more global LFPs and thus preclude the precise tracking and 

modulation of circuits (Fig. 2a)115. Third, multifunctional probes with electrical stimulation 

alone are unable to modulate the activity of specific subtypes of neurons.

In one study, a mesh electronic probe was incorporated with low-impedance stimulation 

electrodes to enable simultaneous injection of low-level current and recording of single 

neurons. This simultaneous recording and stimulation platform enabled tracking of highly 

stable and predictable single-neuron responses to intermittent electrical stimulation over at 

least 3 months83. In addition, a wireless neural recording and stimulation interface has been 

realized in the ‘Neural Dust’ platform, which has a dimension of 0.8 mm × 3 mm × 1 mm. 

In this platform, an implanted sensor of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm is powered by ultrasound and 

transmits electrophysiological signal by encoding it to the reflected ultrasound using built-in 

piezoelectric crystals117–119. Despite advantages of a wireless interface with reduced 

footprint of electrical connection to achieve greater penetration depth, the chronic recording 

stability and immune response after implantation of the ‘Neural Dust’ probe have yet to be 

evaluated. Further miniaturization of its size will also be needed to improve its interface with 

the neural tissue for future development117.

Optogenetics enables precise deconstruction of neural circuitry with neuron-subtype 

specificity34. As optical modulation is orthogonal to electrical recording, it generally 

interferes less with simultaneous readouts of neural activity than does electrical stimulation. 

However, electrical artefacts still exist, owing to photovoltaic effect (also known as the 

Becquerel effect) of light on metal recording electrodes120. Early, more basic efforts to 

afford optogenetic modulation combined with neural recording electrodes involved simple 

physical attachment of light emitting diodes (LEDs) to conventional Michigan-type silicon 

probes121. More recently, advanced fabrication methods have been used to monolithically 

integrate micro-LEDs on the same silicon neural probe with a cross-sectional area of 30 μm 

× 70 μm for highly localized optogenetic modulation and simultaneous electrophysiological 

recordings in vivo, with 50 μm resolution (Table 1)122.

Other groups have tried combining optical fibres and waveguides with electrode 

technologies, motivated by the smaller footprint of optical waveguides and the similar aspect 

ratios of optical fibres and microwire electrodes. Combining a 200-μm diameter multimode 

optical fibre with four 25-μm diameter tetrode bundles, a hybrid neural probe named 

‘optetrode’ enabled optogenetic modulation of neural activity in the medial prefrontal cortex 

of behaving mice, with each of the four tetrodes simultaneously recording single-unit 

responses to the optical stimulation123. Similarly, optical fibres have been etched to a tip size 

of 5-20 μm in diameter and physically attached to silicon probes to yield a hybrid 

optoelectrical interface124125. Using a thermal drawing process, multifunctional fibres 

incorporating recording electrodes and optical waveguides with submillimeter diameters and 

good flexibility, owing to the use of polymer materials, were fabricated and used to 

simultaneously record optogenetically manipulated neural activities in the mouse brain and 

spinal cord (Fig. 3c; Table 1)88,98,126,127. More complex photonic integrated circuits [G] 

have been incorporated into the Michigan array as a monolithic structure via 

photolithography, including a waveguide mixer or a waveguide splitter to selectively deliver 

different wavelengths128 or the same wavelength of light to different sites of the brain129, 
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respectively, to modulate neural activity. In addition, optically transparent and electrically 

conductive zinc oxide pillars (125-μm diameter) were arranged in a 4 × 4 Utah-type MEA 

probe through a combination of physical dicing and chemical etching processes. The array 

was used to simultaneously deliver light and detect electrical signals in targeted cortical 

areas (Table 1)130.

As a middle ground between the non-specific electrical stimulation and neuron-subtype 

specific optogenetic stimulation, neural activity can be modulated by delivery of channel- or 

receptor-targeted biologies into a discrete brain region. This approach affords precise 

manipulation of biochemical pathways in the brain without genetic modification of target 

neurons14. To this end, Michigan-type silicon probes were fabricated with integrated 

microfluidic channels, which were formed by deep reactive ion etching [G] (DRIE) of the 

silicon substrate. Channels in the silicon substrate were connected to a PDMS 

(polydimethylsiloxane) microfluidic interface, which was then connected to external catheter 

tubing by a hypodermic needle, thus enabling delivery of different neuroactive biochemicals 

(Fig. 3c; Table 1)131,132. For example, microinjection of seizure-inducing drugs such as 

baclofen along with simultaneous electrophysiology successfully enabled the observation of 

characteristic ictal [G] patterns131. In addition, delivery of different neuromodulatory drugs 

yielded increases or decreases in singleunit activities that were simultaneously monitored by 

the built-in electrodes132.

Neuroscientific importance and further development

Multifunctional electrode technologies are generally still in relatively early stages of 

development and may be more difficult to implement than established tools with specific 

functions; thus, the potential of these multifunctional probes for neuroscience is perhaps yet 

to be realized. Nevertheless, closed-loop electrophysiological recordings with electrical, 

optical or biochemical modulation of neural activity have substantial potential for helping to 

illuminate the connectivity and communication dynamics between neural circuits and 

neurons that comprise the circuits, as well as decoding the underlying causal link between 

single-neuron activity and behaviour63. In addition, the bidirectional interfaces of 

multifunctional neural probes also offer future opportunities to translate neuroscientific 

advances into neurological application; for example, towards more efficacious DBS devices 

and the delivery of neurophysiology-intervening biologies for treatment of neurological and 

neuropsychiatric diseases133. Such approaches may further our ability to control and even 

correct the deleterious functions of diseased neural circuits in real time.

Multifunctional electrode technologies combining electrical recording and different 

modulation modalities each have their own strengths and limitations. Neural probes with 

integrated electrical stimulation sites enable facile modulation of brain function in a well-

defined behavioral context, and may be more easily translated to clinical neurological 

applications, yet they lack cell-or neuron-subtype specificity in stimulation. By covalently 

linking functional molecules to the surface of recording and stimulation electrodes, these 

electrodes could recognize and target specific cell-surface receptors through specific ligand-

receptor interactions134. As a result, biochemically modified electrode surfaces may enable 

neuron subtype electrophysiology in vivo, if the probe does not elicit a chronic immune 
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response86. Multifunctional electrodes with waveguides or micro-LEDs can optogenetically 

activate or inhibit specific neuron subtypes to investigate neural circuits, although existing 

probes have sacrificed number of recording electrodes to achieve ‘multifunctionality’. 

Furthermore, most existing multifunctional electrodes still elicit chronic gliosis owing to a 

large footprint and rigid probe materials, although exceptions have been made to develop 

LED probes that are more flexible and thinner135,136. Wafer-level bonding is usually 

employed to power monolithically integrated micro-LEDs on rigid silicon neural probes122 

and micro-LEDs arrays on flexible substrates136,137. Alternatively, however, wireless power 

systems have also been used to power and control micro-LEDs on flexible neural 

probes135,138,139. Nevertheless, micro-LED-incorporated neural probes on more flexible and 

thinner substrates still exhibit chronic gliosis135, suggesting that further changes to the probe 

design are needed. Moreover, the electrical crosstalk between LED power supply lines and 

the interconnects of recording electrodes on the same shaft could lead to artefacts in 

electrophysiological recording with simultaneous optogenetic stimulation. By contrast, 

unlike electrically powered LEDs integrated in existing probe architectures, flexible fiber 

probes and waveguides require precise alignment at the light input port to minimize photon 

loss, posing further challenges88,98,128,130. In addition, electrode probes with integrated 

microfluidic channels can specifically modulate neural activity without genetic modification, 

yet are complicated to fabricate.

Future development of these multifunctional neural recording electrodes with optical and 

biochemical modulation should draw from recent advances in micro- and nanofabrication to 

afford a facile parallel interface with high multiplexity of electrical, optical and biochemical 

channels. At the same time, such development should remain cognizant of the key issues of 

probe stiffness and size in determining the potential for probing the endogenous circuity and 

cellular makeup of the brain.

Conclusions and future directions

Only when we realize the immense disparity between the neural tissue and existing electrode 

technologies can we begin to develop next-generation neural probes to revolutionize 

neuroscientific research. By imitating the intricate design and complex function of the brain, 

newly developed electrode technologies are beginning to look and behave like the neural 

networks we seek to probe, with an unprecedented large number of recording electrodes, 

neuron- and neural tissue-like designs to form a chronically stable recording interfaces at the 

single neuron level, and bidirectional flow of information via multifunctional electrical, 

optical and biochemical inputs.

We envisage that in future there will be a convergence of the greatest strengths of 

neurotechnologies discussed above, especially a focus on blurring their structural, 

mechanical and biochemical dissimilarities with the neurons and neural circuity that these 

probes seek to illuminate. Further technological developments in three major directions are 

needed to address existing limitations mentioned above to develop ‘ideal’ neural probes. 

First, a large number of electrodes allowed by latest CMOS fabrication technologies should 

be incorporated to probe globally coordinated brain regions, whereas electrodes should be 

reduced in size to approach that of a single neuron soma or axon and functionalized with 
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molecules to afford specific targeting of different cell types and neuron subtypes. Second, 

electrodes should afford long-term stable recording and modulation of neural activity at the 

single-neuron level, with minimal-to-no perturbation of endogenous distribution of all cell 

types. Third, functionalities including electrical recording, electrical or optical stimulation 

and pharmacological modulation should be incorporated into single probe designs, or in 

multiple probes for different functions (as sometimes all-in-one is less favourable than 

individual probes with single functions).

Such efforts will eventually afford studies of the brain in its native state and allow basic 

advances, such as understanding learning, memory storage and recall at the single-neuron 

level, and the changes that occur over the life spans of animals. ‘Ideal’ neural recording 

technologies will enable new neuroscientific studies of neural systems by interrogating the 

global coordination of multiple distant yet interconnected brain regions, tracking long-term 

neural circuit evolution over extended time periods and deconstructing the underlying neural 

circuits with multimodal modulation of brain activities140–142.
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Glossary terms:

Tetrode
A microelectrode array consisting of four closely bundled and independently addressable 

microwire electrodes. Action potentials from the same neuron can be detected with varying 

amplitudes across all four electrodes

Michigan-type microelectrode array
A microelectrode array with recording sites distributed along the length of each silicon 

shank

Utah-type-microelectrode array
A (usually 10 × 10) microelectrode array of silicon shanks with recording sites only located 

at the tip of each silicon shank

Local field potentials
(LFPs). Extracellular electric field oscillations in the 0-100 Hz frequency band, which 

mainly arise from collective transmembrane ionic currents and act as a medium for network-

level communication

Fourier transform
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A mathematical method that decomposes a waveform, which is usually a function of time 

such as the neural recording trace, into the frequencies that make it up

Spectrogram
A visual representation of frequencies of time-varying neural signals in a spectrum. A 

spectrogram is generated after performing Fourier transform of the neural recording trace

Transistors
Semiconductor devices that can be used to switch or amplify electronic signals and thus act 

as basic building blocks of integrated circuits in modern electronic devices

Impedance
Effective resistance of an electrical circuit to current when an oscillating voltage is applied. 

It has the same Ohm units as resistance but applies to AC circuits

Channels
Separate paths in neural probes where electrical, optical and chemical signals can flow to 

measure or modulate neural activity in an independently addressable manner

Multiplexity
Number of independent channels in a given neural probe. The multiplexity of a neural probe 

represents the information throughput at the brain–probe interface

Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS). A technology with design style that uses complementary pairs of p-type and n-

type metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors for low-energy-cost logical functions 

in integrated circuits

Ripple
Fast and synchronous oscillatory pattern of the LFP in the CA1 pyramidal layer of the 

hippocampus usually in the frequency range of 100 to 200 Hz

Photovoltaic effect
A process that generates voltage or electric current in a material upon exposure to light. Not 

to be confused with photoelectric effect where electrons are ejected from the material

Field-effect transistors
Three-terminal semiconductor devices in which the current flow (output) between the source 

and drain electrodes is modulated by the voltage (input) at the gate electrode

Spike train cross-correlation
Pairwise comparison of spike trains that reveals the latency in firing activity and potential 

monosynaptic excitatory or inhibitory interactions between two neurons

Principal component analysis
(PCA). A statistical procedure to reduce the dimensionality and extract features of the 

extracellular spike waveform, thus assigning spikes to different neurons based on waveform 

difference
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Thermal drawing process
A process commonly used in optical fibre production, whereby macroscopic materials are 

heated and stretched to wires and sheets with greatly reduced thickness

Closed-loop feedback
Electrical, optical and biochemical input to the nervous system that is adjusted by and used 

to control the measured output of neural activity

Photonic integrated circuit
An optical counterpart of electronic integrated circuit, in which multiple photonic devices 

with distinct functions are integrated in the same circuitry

Deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE). A type of reactive ion etching process used to create sharp-edged holes and trenches 

in the substrate usually with high anisotropy and high aspect ratio

Ictal
The acute episode during which an epileptic seizure occurs. The ictal period features 

abnormal bursts of electrical impulses in the brain and loss of consciousness

Young’s modulus
An intrinsic material property that measures the ability of a material to resist its change 

(increase or decrease) in length under tensile or compressive forces

Bending stiffness
The measure of the ability of a structure to resist bending deformation to applied force. It 

depends on the Young’s modulus of the material and geometrical features of the structure
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Box 1 |

Scaling of electrophysiological recording at the single-neuron level

Since the advent of both transistor computers and microelectrode probes in the 1950s, the 

growth of computational power in computers and the number of neurons that can be 

monitored using electrode technologies have exhibited surprisingly similar trends in the 

past decades. The exponential growth of artificial computational power in computers is 

best approximated by Moore’s Law, which states that the number of transistors per 

square inch of integrated circuits doubles every ~2 years (fitted doubling time is 1.997 

years; see panel a of the figure). Similarly, the number of simultaneously recorded 

neurons by implantable electrodes approximately doubles every 7 years, as first revealed 

by Stevenson and Kording in 2011 (fitted doubling time is 6.95 years; panel a)39.

The relatively slow pace in the development of neurotechnologies reflects a lack of 

similar economic drives and industrial support for semiconductor industry. Scaling of 

recorded single neurons falls short of Moore’s Law for three other key reasons: the 

difficulty of increasing sampling volume without causing additional tissue damage; the 

difficulty of optimizing input/output (I/O) interfaces in terms of accessibility to 

multiplexed, external recording instruments, bandwidth and weight; and the difficulty of 

scaling electrode sizes to afford a higher density and sampling resolution.

First, the implantation of electrodes inevitably induces damage to the endogenous neural 

tissue. For non-porous electrodes, such as microwires and MEAs fabricated on silicon, 

the implantation entails permanent damage and the displacement or loss of a solid 

volume of neural tissue. Therefore, to increase the sampling volume and number of 

recorded single neurons without significant expansion of neural tissue damage, 

macroporous structure has been introduced into electrode design81,85,86,143,144.

Second, scaling of simultaneously recorded single neurons requires a substantial increase 

in the multiplexity of individually addressable channels, calling for high-yield, channel-

number-independent parallel electrical connection of multiple recording electrodes to 

interface with peripheral recording electronics. Besides yield and convenience of I/O 

connection, inter-channel crosstalk and overall footprint of the electrodes also become an 

important consideration, as higher multiplexity and density of recording channels lead to 

electrical crosstalk unless the footprint is increased proportionally.

Third, reducing the size of conventional metal electrodes is fundamentally limited by the 

bandwidth of electrical recording, as electrode impedance and thermal noise show 

unfavourable scaling with reduction in electrode size (panels b,c)145. This limit calls for 

new device concepts, such as active nanowire FETs that can be scaled down to 

subcellular regimes without loss of measurement bandwidth and sensitivity67,68,74,146. 

The electrode surface area of nanowire FETs for neural recording has been reduced to 

0.06 μm2 (ref. 146) or even to point-like detectors74 for highly localized detection of full-

bandwidth neural signals, offering substantial opportunity for size reduction that is not 

possible by increasing the specific capacitance of metallic passive electrodes58.
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These three key challenges should be considered in the design of novel electrode 

technologies to afford high-density and high-multiplexity neural probes, and to continue 

or even surpass the exponential growth of single-neuron recording.
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Box 2 |

Mechanical properties of neural probes and neural tissue

Neural recording electrodes must be placed near firing neurons to detect extracellular 

single-unit action potentials. Chronic brain implants exert constant force to the 

surrounding neural tissue, particularly during rapid accelerations and sudden halts of the 

implanted subject, if the rigidity of the implant materials is vastly different from that of 

the brain tissue.

Two physical quantities, Young’s modulus [G] and bending stiffness [G], are usually used 

to describe rigidity, or the resistance to bend or deform (see Supplementary Box 1). 

Although the Young’s modulus defines a material’s intrinsic mechanical properties, the 

bending stiffness of a specific neural probe plays a more direct role in determining the 

degree of mechanical mismatch and thereby the evoked chronic immune response in the 

neural tissue40,147.

Part a of the figure illustrates the range of Young’s moduli of different materials relevant 

to conventional and more recent recording electrodes and neural tissue. Materials 

typically used for conventional neural recording electrodes, such as silicon, carbon and 

metal, are on average 8–9 orders of magnitude more rigid than brain tissue.

The effective bending stiffness values of conventional and emergent neural 

probes81,87,97,148–151, along with that of a 20–100 μm thick slice of brain tissue152 are 

summarized in panel b. Conventional neural recording electrodes, such as the Michigan-

type silicon probe and microwire electrode, as well as more recent neural probes, such as 

the ultrasmall carbon90,97 polyimide150 and elastomer-based ‘e-dura’ probes151, are still 

orders of magnitude stiffer than the brain tissue. By taking advantage of the dependence 

of bending stiffness on probe thickness, mesh electronics is the only neural probe to date 

with effective bending stiffness comparable to that of neural tissue.

There are at least three unfavorable consequences of mechanical mismatch between the 

neural probe and the neural tissue. First, relative shear motion at the interface changes the 

relative position between recording electrodes and recorded neurons, leading to chronic 

instability of recordings. Second, a stiff implant causes repeated chronic damage to the 

much softer surrounding brain tissue, generating various chronic immune responses, 

including, most prominently, death and damage of neurons near the probe, and the 

proliferation of astrocytes and microglia to form a ~100 μm-thick glial sheath that 

insulates the recording electrodes from neurons153. Third, as a result of the chronic 

immune response, the natural distribution of neurons and glial cells is considerably 

perturbed at the electrode–brain interface. As glial cells are cooperatively important in 

defining the functional evolution of neural networks42,43, this perturbation prevents the 

study of the activity of individual neurons and their encompassing neural circuits in their 

native state and environment. Therefore, a chronically stable electrode–brain interface 

should minimize shear motion and chronic immune response, and should avoid 

disturbing the natural distribution of neurons and other non-neuronal cells, by making 

tissue-like electronics using materials with similar mechanical properties to brain tissue 

(panel d).
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Box 3 |

Challenges and strategies of tracking individual neurons with chronic 
recording

An extracellular electrode can record single-unit spikes from multiple active neurons 

within the detectable distance of ~140 μm15. This fact imposes challenges of assigning 

the detected spikes to different neurons, and tracking the same neurons in chronic 

recordings.

Two properties of extracellular recording help overcome these challenges. First, action 

potentials have 1-2 ms durations and longer interspike intervals (ISIs), thus reducing 

signal overlap from different neurons in the time domain. Second, the extracellularly-

recorded spike amplitude and waveform depend on the distance and relative position of 

the electrode to the firing neuron20,154, thus enabling triangulation of neuron location by 

spatially oversampled multi-electrode recording16,21,145. Specific quantitative methods 

are summarized below.

Spike amplitude

The amplitude of an extracellularly recorded spike is a function of the distance of the 

electrode from the soma154. Therefore, neurons at different distances from the same 

electrode exhibit different spiking amplitudes, and the same neuron with constant 

distance from the electrode should exhibit a constant amplitude in chronic recording. 

This method has been used for assessment of chronic recording stability58,61,79,97.

Spike waveform

Neurons with different relative positions to the same electrode also exhibit different 

waveforms20, and the same neuron with constant relative position to an electrode should 

exhibit an unchanged waveform over time. Waveform analysis has been used in chronic 

in vivo electrophysiology studies to demonstrate recording stability87,88.

Principal component analysis (PCA)

Each recorded spike is a representation in N-dimensional space where N is the total 

number of data points that comprise the spike. The dimensionality can be reduced by 

PCA to extract the greatest waveform variances between different neurons, to 

demonstrate chronic recording stability over short60,97 and long timescales83,88.

Spike waveform auto- and cross-correlation

Waveform autocorrelation is computed as the Pearson correlation coefficient for spikes 

belonging to the same neuron (similarity ~1), and cross-correlation to different neurons 

(similarity <1) over time. This method was used to evaluate both short-term (several 

weeks)79 and long-term (several months to a year)83,103 chronic recording stability of 

single neurons.

L-ratio analysis

The L-ratio quantifies how well separated the spikes in each cluster are from other spikes 

in the N-dimensional space155, with an L-ratio <0.05 considered good separation or 
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isolation155,156. Consistently good separation of the same unit has been used to confirm 

correct assignments of single neurons103.

Multisite detection of same action potentials

Oversampled recordings of action potentials have advantages to cross-validate the 

presence of a firing neuron on multiple recording sites21,157,158. Moreover, a benefit of 

high-density oversampling electrodes145 is that small mechanical shifts between the 

electrode and the detected neuron can be partly compensated by electronically switching 

to adjacent electrodes46.

ISI histogram and firing rate

The intrinsic biophysical properties of neurons, such as ISI and firing rates that are 

readily attainable from sorted spike trains, have been used to assign spikes to individual 

neurons94. ISI histograms and firing rate analyses were used to demonstrate short-term 

(several weeks)60 and long-term (several months to a year)83,88,103 chronic stability of 

single-neuron recordings.

Phase locking to theta oscillation

The identity of individual neurons can also be revealed by their characteristic interactions 

with the encompassing neural circuit. In the hippocampus and parts of the cortex, one of 

such interactions is manifested as phase locking of single-unit firing events to the slow-

wave, theta oscillation in the 4–8 Hz range11. Phase locking has been used to confirm 

assignment and chronic interrogation of single-neuron activity58,83.
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Fig. 1 |. Neural recording electrode technologies.
On the left, conventional electrode technologies for in-vivo neural recordings are shown 

above the timeline, whereas key neuroscience discoveries and breakthroughs enabled by 

these technologies are shown below the timeline with the same colour coding as each 

corresponding electrode technology. On the right, recent development of neural recording 

electrode technologies is summarized in three categories for neural probes with high spatial 

integration, long-term temporal stability and multifunctional integration. Electrode 

technologies belonging to more than one category are connected with multiple lines.
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Fig. 2 |. Basic principles and physical constraints of electrode technologies.
a | Schematic depicting the basic physical principles of measuring bioelectrical signals by 

recording electrodes in neural tissue, with representative raw, low-pass-filtered and high-

pass-filtered neural recording traces (middle) and sorted spikes (right) measured by an 

electrode. b | The essential physical constraints (in particular, the spatiotemporal dilemma) 

of various existing neurotechnologies (in particular, implantable electrical probes, the main 

focus of this Review) have encouraged advances in the field of neuroengineering. The 

horizontal and vertical solid lines represent resolution in temporal and spatial scale, 
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respectively, whereas the extent of the rectangular shade represents the spatiotemporal span 

of each neurotechnology.
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Fig. 3 |. Emerging neural recording electrode technologies.
Schematics of representative emergent neural recording electrodes in recent development, 

shown in three categories for high spatial integration (Neuropixels and NeuroGrid (a)), long-

term temporal stability (mesh electronics (b)) and multifunctional integration 

(multifunctional fiber and silicon probes incorporating optical stimulation and fluidic 

delivery capabilities (c)). For each representative electrode technology, a schematic for the 

standalone probe showing the basic structure and that for the probe interface on a mouse 

head are both shown. A close-up view of the electrode region is also included for the red 
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dashed box in a, I and b. The same colour coding is used for all schematics: red, electrodes; 

orange, interconnect wires and I/O bonding pads; grey, insulating layer.
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Table 1 |

Comparison of different properties of novel electrode technologies

Electrode technology Multiplexity Stability Immune response Functionality Potential use in 
neuroscience

Refs

Neuropixels 960 channels Up to 60 
days with 
global SNR 
and event 
rates for 
selected 
channels

– Recording only Recording from 
multiple brain 
regions 
simultaneously to 
provide insight on 
the understanding 
of the global 
coordination of 
brain activities

49,52

3D silicon probe 1024 channels Viable for 
chronic 
studies but 
not 
evaluated

– Recording only Understanding of 
computations in 
brain circuits 
comprising 
coordinated 
activation of large 
populations of 
neurons distributed 
across brain areas

51

NeuroGrid 120–256 channels 10 days of 
durable 
single-unit 
recordings

– Recording only Large scale 
monitoring of 
neural activities in 
the dorsal cortical 
surface

58,62

Flexible multiplexed 
electrode array

360 channels 30 days of 
ECoG-type 
signal 
recording

– Recording only Mapping of spatial 
properties of 
cortical activities 
including seizures

57,159

Polymer electrode array 1024 channels An average 
of 20% of 
single units 
can be 
tracked up 
to day 10; 
without 
rigorous 
tracking, 
detectable 
number of 
neurons on 
day 283 is 
50% the 
maximum 
number on 
the same 
shank

160 days with 
astrocyte 
proliferation

Recording only Large-scale 
mapping of fast 
dynamics and 
long-term 
evolution of 
anatomically 
distributed neural 
circuits

55

Mesh electronics 16–128 channels ~1 year 
with single 
neuron 
tracking

Up to ~1 year with 
no chronic immune 
response

Recording and 
electrical 
stimulation

Chronic studies of 
learning and 
memory, and 
cognitive decline 
during ageing on a 
single-neuron basis

81,83,84,87

Multifunctional flexible 
polymer fibres

6 electrodes, 1 
waveguide and 2 
fluidic channels

Up to 3 
months 
with single 
neuron 
tracking

Up to 3 months 
with limited 
chronic immune 
response

Recording, 
optical 
stimulation and 
microfluidic 
delivery of 
biologics

Deconstruction of 
neural circuits with 
optogenetic and 
pharmacogenetic 
manipulations and 
simultaneous 
electrical 
interrogation

88,98,127
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Electrode technology Multiplexity Stability Immune response Functionality Potential use in 
neuroscience

Refs

Transparent 
intracortical micro-
optoelectrode array

16 optoelectrodes Acute – Recording and 
optical 
stimulation

Dissection of 
spatially and 
temporally specific 
neural population 
maps and 
associated neural 
codes by tailored 
and feedback-
controlled 
stimulation

130

Silicon probe with 
integrated microLEDs

32 recording 
electrodes and 12 
microLEDs

Viable for 
chronic 
studies but 
not 
evaluated

– Recording and 
optical 
stimulation

Cellular-level 
circuit control and 
analysis in deep-
brain structures

122

Silicon probe with 
microfluidic channels

8 or 16 recording 
electrodes and up 
to 3 independent 
chemical inlets

Acute – Recording and 
microfluidic 
delivery of 
biologies

Elucidation of 
brain circuitry 
activity and 
functions by 
pharmacological 
modulations

131,132

‘–’, not evaluated; ECoG, electrocorticography; LED, light-emitting diode; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
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